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Abstract
The most efficient known construction of equation automaton is that due to Ziadi and Champarnaud. For a regular expression E,
it requires O(|E|2) time and space and is based on going from position automaton to equation automaton using c-continuations.
This complexity is due to the sorting step that takes O(|E|2) time used to identify the identical sub-expressions of E. In this paper,
we present a more efficient construction of the equation automaton which avoids the sorting step and replaces it by a minimization
of an acyclic finite deterministic automaton. We show that this minimization allows the identification of identical sub-expressions
as well as the sorting step used in Champarnaud and Ziadi’s approach. Using the minimization we get O(|E| + |E| · |EE |) time
and space complexity where |EE | is the number of states of the equation automaton.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The concept of equation automaton appears in Mirkin’s paper [6]. In [1] Antimirov introduced the notion of partial
derivative of a regular expression, that lead to another definition and construction of the equation automaton. In [4]
Champarnaud and Ziadi show that the concept of partial derivative is equivalent to the prebase introduced by Mirkin
30 years before.
The characteristic of the equation automaton is that it contains at most the same number of states than the position
automaton. There already exists some efficient implementations of the position automaton. The algorithms described
in [2,5,12] have all a quadratic complexity. Additionally, till 1998, there was just two algorithms for the construction of
equation automaton due to Antimirov and Mirkin. When the size of the regular expression is |E|, this two algorithms
have respectively O(|E|5) and O(|E|3) time and space complexity.
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ton. A unique regular expression is assigned to each state of the position automaton. This expression is called
c-continuation. The resulting automaton is called the c-continuation automaton [3]. Additionally, when the images
of two c-continuations by some application h are identical, they correspond to the same partial derivative. Hence, the
equation automaton would be viewed as a quotient of the c-continuations automaton.
From the algorithmic point of view, this result allows the combination of advantages of the two constructions
which results in the building of the smallest automaton (equation automaton) with the best time complexity (i.e. That
of position automaton construction) which is O(|E|2). Therefore, this improves the Antimirov’s algorithm by a factor
of O(|E|3).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic definitions. Section 3 summarizes theoretical
results that lead to c-continuations of a regular expression, and their relations with the partial derivatives. The definition
of the c-continuation automaton is recalled, as well as the way it is connected to the position automaton and to the
equation automaton. Section 4 is a recall to the quadratic algorithm due to Champarnaud and Ziadi. We detail then
in Section 5 the algorithmic refinements leading to an O(|E| + |E||EE |) time complexity of the construction of the
equation automaton where |EE |) is the number of its states.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall some definitions, notions and terminology dealing with regular expressions and finite
automata. For further details about these topics, we refer to classical books or handbooks [11].
Regular expressions and languages
Let A be a non-empty finite set of symbols, called alphabet. The set of all words over A is denoted by A∗. ε is the
empty word. A language over A is a subset of A∗.
A regular expression over the alphabet A is a term of the algebra Treg(A) defined over the set A ∪ {0,1} with
the symbols of functions ∗,+, ·, where ∗ is unary and + and · are binary. Properties of the constants 0, 1 and the
operators ∗, + and · lead to identities on this algebra. We write: F ≡ G if two regular expressions are identical
(following Mirkin [6], E and F “coincide graphically”).
Each regular expression denotes a language. L is the function which assign to some regular expression the regular
language it denotes. L :Treg(A) → reg(A∗) is defined as follow:
L(0) = ∅
L(1) = {ε}
L(a) = {a}, for each a in A
L(F +G) = L(F)∪L(G)
L(F ·G) = L(F)L(G)
L(F ∗) = L(F)∗
Let E be a regular expression over the alphabet AE . The size of E, denoted by |E|, is the number of occurrences of
symbols and operators in E. The alphabetic width of E, denoted by ‖E‖, is the number of occurrences of symbols
in E. E is said to be linear over AE if and only if every symbol of AE occurs (at most) one time in E. For all j
in [1,‖E‖], if x is the j th occurrence of a symbol in E, then the pair (x, j) is called a position of E. Let h be the
alphabetic mapping from AE¯ to AE such that h(xi) = x, ∀i ∈ [1,‖E‖], and h(E¯) ≡ E. In what follows, (x, j) will be
written xj . The linearized version of E is the regular expression E deduced from E by replacing each symbol x in a
position j by xj , for all j , 1 j  ||E||.
Obviously, the expression E is linear over its alphabet AE¯ . For example if E is the expression a · (a + b) + (a +
b) · (1 + b). Its linearized version E¯ is a1 · (a2 + b3) + (a4 + b5) · (1 + b6) and h(a1) = h(a2) = h(a4) = a and
h(b3) = h(b5) = h(b6) = b.
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λ(E) =
{1 if ε ∈ L(E)
0 otherwise
By T(E) we denote the syntactical tree associated with the regular expression E. A node in T(E) will be denoted
by ν. The set of nodes of T(E) is written Nodes(E). If ν ∈ Nodes(E) is a node in T(E), sym(ν), father(ν), son(ν),
right(ν) and left(ν) denote respectively the symbol, the father, the son, the right son and the left son of the node ν.
When sym(ν) is an operator Eν will denote the subexpression that corresponds to the subtree of which the root node
is ν.
Finite automata and recognizable languages
Let A be an alphabet. A finite automaton is a quintuple A = 〈Q,A,q0, δ,F 〉 where Q is a finite set of states,
A is the alphabet, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and δ :Q × (A ∪ {ε}) −→ 2Q is the
transition function. The size of an automaton A, denoted by |A|, is the number of its states. The automaton A is
called deterministic if there is only one initial state and |δ(q, a)| 1, for any q ∈ Q, for any a ∈ A.
A path in A is a sequence (qi, ai, qi+1), i = 1, . . . , n, of consecutive transitions. Its label is the word w =
a1a2 . . . an. A word w = a1a2 . . . an is recognized by the automaton A if there exists a path labelled w such that
q1 = q0 and qn+1 ∈ F .
The language recognized by the automaton A, denoted by L(A), is the set of words it recognizes. The right
language of a state q in the automaton A, denoted by Lq(A), is obtained by setting q to be the initial state, i.e.,
Lq(A) =
{
w ∈ A∗|δ(q,w)∩ F = ∅}.
We say that A is acyclic if the underlying graph is acyclic. The language associated with an acyclic automaton is
finite [10].
Let ∼ be an equivalence relation over Q. For q ∈ Q, [q]∼ denotes the equivalence class of q w.r.t. ∼ and, for
C ⊆ Q, C/∼ denotes the quotient set C/∼ = {[q]∼|q ∈ C}. We say that ∼ is right invariant w.r.t. A if and only if the
following conditions hold true:
• ∼⊆ (Q− F)2 ∪ F 2 (final and non-final states are not ∼-equivalent),
• for any p,q ∈ Q, a ∈ A, if p ∼ q , then δ(p, a)/∼ = δ(q, a)/∼.
3. Equation automaton
The equation automaton has been introduced for the first time by Mirkin in [6]. In 1996, Antimirov introduced
the notion of partial derivatives and used it to define the equation automaton. In 2001, Champarnaud and Ziadi [4]
introduced the notion of canonical derivatives and constructed a new automaton called the c-continuation automaton.
They also proved that this automaton is isomorphic to the position automaton and that using some equivalence relation
over its set of states we get the equation automaton.
In the following, we recall the properties of the canonical derivatives of a regular expression and the definition
of the c-continuation automaton. Next, we show how it can be bound to the position automaton and the equation
automaton.
C-continuation automaton
This automaton has been introduced by Champarnaud and Ziadi [3] in order to compute efficiently the equation
automaton. In the following, we recall the notions of c-derivative, c-continuation and c-continuation automaton.
Definition 1 (c-derivative w.r.t. a symbol). The c-derivative of a regular expression E w.r.t. a symbol a, written da(E),
is defined by
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(2)da(1) = 0
(3)da(x) =
{1 if a = x
0 otherwise
(4)da(F +G) =
{
da(F ) if da(F ) = 0
da(G) otherwise
(5)da(F ·G) =
{
da(F ) ·G if da(F ) = 0
λ(F ) · da(G) otherwise
(6)da(F ∗) = da(F ) · F ∗
The notion of c-derivative is extended to words in the following way:
Let u = u1 . . . un be a word:
dε(E) = E,
du1...un(E) = du2...un(du1(E))
Theorem 1. (See [3].) If E is linear, for every symbol a ∈ AE¯ and every word u ∈ A∗¯E , the c-derivative dua(E) of E
w.r.t. the word ua is either 0 or unique.
Theorem 1 allows us to define the c-continuation of a in E denoted by ca(E), which is the unique value of the
non-zero c-derivatives dua(E).
Proposition 1. (See [3].) For every symbol a of a linear expression E, the c-continuation ca(E) can be computed as
follow:
(7)ca(a) = 1
(8)ca(F +G) =
{
ca(F ) if ca(F ) exists
ca(G) otherwise
(9)ca(F ·G) =
{
ca(F ) ·G if ca(F ) exists
ca(G) otherwise
(10)ca(F ∗) = ca(F ) · F ∗
By convention c0(E) = dε(E¯) = E¯ and cx(E) will denote cx(E¯).
Definition 2 (C-continuation automaton). Let E be a regular expression. The c-continuation automaton of a regular
expression E is the finite automaton denoted by CE = 〈Q,AE,q0, δ,F 〉, where:
• Q = {(x, cx(E))|x ∈ AE¯ ∪ {0}},• q0 = (0, c0(E)),
• F = {(x, cx(E)) | λ(cx(E)) = 1},
• δ((x, cx(E)), a) = {(y, cy(E)) | h(y) = a and dy(cx(E)) ≡ cy(E)},∀x ∈ AE¯ ∪ {0} and ∀a ∈ AE¯ .
Example 1. Consider the regular expression
E = (a + b)∗ + (a∗b∗)∗.
Its linearized version is E¯ = (a1 +b2)∗ + (a∗3b∗4)∗. We show in Fig. 1 the c-continuation automaton associated with E.
c0(E) = E¯
ca1(E) = (a1 + b2)∗
cb2(E) = (a1 + b2)∗
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cb4(E) = b∗4(a∗3b∗4)∗
Fig. 1. The c-continuation automaton associated with E = (a + b)∗ + (a∗b∗)∗.
Let us consider the equivalence relation denoted by ≡e over the set of states of CE defined by:(
x, cx(E)
)≡e (y, cy(E))⇔ h(cx(E))≡ h(cy(E))
Sometimes we write x ≡e y ⇔ h(cx(E)) ≡ h(cy(E)).
Proposition 2. The relation ≡e is right-invariant, i.e. for all symbols a in AE , for all couple of states (x, cx(E)),
(y, cy(E)) in Q such that (x, cx(E)) ≡e (y, cy(E)), we have: δ((x, cx(E)), a)/≡e = δ((y, cy(E)), a)/≡e .
Moreover, if two states are equivalent w.r.t. ≡e, then they are either both final or both non-final, since (x, cx(E)) ∈
F ⇔ λ(cx(E)) = 1 ⇔ λ(h(cx(E))) = 1.
The equivalence class of the state (x, cx(E)) is represented by Cx = h(cx(E)). Since the relation ≡e is right-
invariant we can define the quotient automaton CE/≡e = 〈Q≡e ,AE,q0, δ,F 〉 as follows:
• Q≡e = {Cx | x ∈ AE¯ ∪ {0}},• q0 = C0,
• F = {Cx | λ(cx(E)) = 1},
• δ(Cx, a) = {Cy | h(y) = a and dy(cx(E)) ≡ cy(E)}, ∀Cx ∈ Q≡e and ∀a ∈ AE .
Theorem 2. (See [3].) Let E be a regular expression. The automaton CE/≡e deduced from the c-continuation automa-
ton is isomorphic to the equation automaton EE .
Example 2. Let us compute the equivalence classes of the relation ≡e for the regular expression of the last example.
The ≡e Equivalence classes:
C0 =
{
(0, E¯)
}
Ca1 = Cb2 =
{(
a1, (a1 + b2)∗
)
,
(
b2, (a1 + b2)∗
)}
Ca3 =
{(
a3, a
∗
3b
∗
4(a
∗
3b
∗
4)
∗)}
Cb4 =
{(
b4, b
∗
4(a
∗
3b
∗
4)
∗)}
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In the following section, we recall a quadratic computation of CE/≡e . The algorithm we will present is due to
Champarnaud and Ziadi [3].
4. Quadratic equation automaton computation
In [3], Champarnaud and Ziadi prove that the equivalence relation ≡e can be computed in O(|E|2). Their al-
gorithm is based on a lexicographic sorting of regular expressions called pseudo-continuations, deduced from the
c-continuations. They used Paige and Tarjan algorithm [9].
Bellow are the main steps of the construction of the equations automaton:
1. Computation of the states of the automaton.
2. Computation of the final states and the transition function.
Computation of the set of states
Recall that this set is given by the mapping h of the c-continuations and that a c-continuation cx(E) is a concate-
nation of distinct sub-expressions Hi of E¯. The following proposition shows how cx(E) can be computed over the
syntactic tree T(E¯) associated to the linearized version E¯.
Proposition 3. (See [3].) Let E be a regular expression and x a position in AE . sym(ν) denotes the symbol of the
node ν. Let νx be a node in T(E¯) such that sym(νx) = x. The c-continuation cx(E) is as follow:
cx(E) =
⊙
νxν≺νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
Ef (ν)
where
⊙
is the concatenation operator.
The function f : Nodes(E¯)∪ {⊥} → Nodes(E¯)∪ {⊥} is defined by
f (ν) =
{ father(ν) if sym(father(ν)) = ∗ and ν = νE¯
right(father(ν)) if sym(father(ν)) = ·
⊥ otherwise
with ⊥ is an artificial node such that f (⊥) = ⊥.
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 represents the function f
f (ν2) = ν1
f (ν4) = ν5
f (ν7) = ν8
f (ν9) = ν8
we get
ca1(E) = b2E¯
cb2(E) = E¯
cb3(E) = a∗4 E¯
ca4(E) = a∗4 E¯
The c-continuation of E according to b3 is deducted from the tree T(E¯):
cb3(E) = Ef (ν7) ·Ef (ν2)
= Eν8 ·Eν1
= a∗4 · (a1b2 + b3a∗4)∗
The computation of the set of states using Proposition 3 requires O(|E|3) time and space complexity. This is due
to the fact that the size of a c-continuation is in O(|E|2). In order to reduce this complexity, Champarnaud and Ziadi
introduced the concept of pseudo-continuation.
Let ΩE be the set of the star sub-expressions of E. Let {r1, r2, . . . , r|ΩE |} be a set of symbols that are not in AE¯ ,
we set h(ri) = ri for all 1  i  |ΩE |. Let us denote by R the bijection which assigns to each star sub-expression F ∗
of E a unique symbol ri in {r1, r2, . . . , r|ΩE |}.
Let G be a sub-expression of E. The application S is defined as follow:
S(G) =
{
R(G) if G is a star expression
G otherwise
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and is called pseudo-continuation of x in E.
The pseudo-continuation lx(E) has a linear size. It is bound to the c-continuation cx(E) by the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 4. (See [3].) Let E be a regular expression. Let x and y be two positions in AE¯ ∪ {0}. We have:
lx(E) ≡ ly(E) ⇐⇒ h
(
cx(E)
)≡ h(cy(E))
The computation of a pseudo-continuation would be performed in an analogous way to a c-continuation according
to the Proposition 3.
Proposition 5. (See [3].) Let E be a regular expression and x a position in AE¯ . Let νx be a node in T(E¯) such that
sym(νx) = x. The pseudo-continuation lx(E) can be computed as follow:
lx(E) =
⊙
νxν≺νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
S
(
h(Ef (ν))
)
Example 4. In the last example every node of the tree should be then labelled with some ri .
Pseudo-continuation.
We have
la1(E) = b2 · r1
lb2(E) = r1
lb3(E) = r2 · r1
la4(E) = r2 · r1
According to this proposition, lx(E) can be computed in a linear time in the size of E if S(h(Ef (ν))) can be
computed in a constant time for the star sub-expressions. In [3], a preprocessing is performed on E. It labels each
node ν of T(E¯) such that sym(ν) = ∗ with the letter R(h(Eν)).
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of E. The size of this list is in O(|E|). In order to identify the identical star sub-expressions, the list is sorted in the
lexicographic order using Paige and Tarjan algorithm [9].
Proposition 6. (See [9].) Let P = 〈w1, . . . ,wn〉 be a list of n words over an alphabet Σ where the size of Σ is #Σ = k
and |wi | = O(t) (the size of each word is O(t)) for 1  i  n. The sorting of the words of P in the lexicographic
order has O(nt + k) time an space complexity.
This preprocessing requires a quadratic time. Let us now turn to the computation of the set of states of the automaton
CE/≡e . This set is deduced from the pseudo-continuation list. As the computation of a pseudo-computation requires
a linear time, this list can be built in O(||E|| · |E|) time. According to Proposition 5, the computation of the relation
≡e is reduced to the computation of the relation ≡e over the list of pseudo-continuations. In fact, this computation is
a sorting of this list. Since the list contains ||E|| + 1 elements of O(|E|) symbols (letters and operators), its sorting
using Paige and Tarjan’s algorithm (see Proposition 6) requires O(||E|| · |E|) time.
Proposition 7. (See [3].) Let E be a regular expression. The automaton CE/≡e associated with E can be computed in
O(|E|2) time and space.
Computation of the final states and transition function
Since there exists an isomorphism between the c-continuations automaton CE and the position automaton PE , the
computation of the final states as well as the transitions can be performed in a similar way as that performed by Ziadi
et al. on the ZPC structure [12] to construct the position automaton.
In the following section, we show that the sorting operation used in Champarnaud and Ziadi algorithm is not
required, and we present a new efficient algorithm which replaces the sorting operation by a minimization of an
acyclic deterministic automaton.
5. An efficient equation automaton computation
In [3], Champarnaud et Ziadi show that the equivalence relation ≡e is computed in time O(||E|| · |E|). Their
algorithm is based on the sorting of the pseudo-continuation associated to the regular expression. They use the sorting
algorithm due to Paige and Tarjan [9].
We show that the computation of the relation ≡e on the states of the automaton CE can be performed with no
manipulation of the pseudo-continuations and that turn to the minimization of an acyclic automaton which has |E|+1
states and |E| + ||E|| − 1 transitions. This minimization can be performed in O(|E|) time. Before computing the
equivalence classes C≡e , we should perform a preprocessing step in order to identify all identical sub-expressions
of E. In the following section, we show that this identification can be realized in O(|E|) time.
Computation of states
Let E be a regular expression. Let x and y be two positions in AE . We have:
(11)(x, cx(E))≡e (y, cy(E))⇐⇒ h(cx(E))≡ h(cy(E))
with
(12)h(cx(E))= ⊙
νxν≺νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
h(Ef (ν))
(13)h(cy(E))= ⊙
νyν≺νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
h(Ef (ν))
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Consequently if E1 and E2 are two sub-expressions of E, then we have:
(14)E1 ≡ E2 ⇐⇒ r(E1) ≡ r(E2)
Let r(h(cx(E))) be the word resulting by replacing each h(Ef (ν)) by r(h(Ef (ν))) for all νx  ν ≺ νE¯ in h(cx(E)) =⊙
νxν≺νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
h(Ef (ν)). We have then:
(15)h(cx(E))≡ h(cy(E))⇐⇒ r(h(cx(E)))≡ r(h(cy(E)))
Proposition 8. Let E be a regular expression and x, y two positions in AE¯ . We have:(
x, cx(E)
)≡e (y, cy(E))⇐⇒ r(h(cx(E)))≡ r(h(cy(E)))
Proposition 9. Let E be a regular expression and x a position in AE¯ . We have:∣∣r(h(cx(E)))∣∣ |E|
Proof. Since |r(h(Ef (ν)))| = 1 and there are at most |E| nodes in T(E¯). 
Before seeing how the identification of expressions r(h(cx(E))) is performed, we will prove that the computing
of the bijection r can be done in a linear time. Let us consider the syntactic tree T(E) associated with E. This
tree contains all the sub-expressions of E. Each node ν in T(E) corresponds to the sub-expression Eν of E. The
equivalence relation ∼ over the nodes of the tree T(E) is defined as follow:
(16)ν ∼ ν′ ⇐⇒ r(Eν) = r(Eν′)
Thus we have
(17)[ν]∼ = [ν′]∼ ⇐⇒ r(Eν) = r(Eν′)
In the following, we show that the computation of the equivalence relation ∼ turns on minimization of the acyclic
deterministic automaton AT(E) = 〈Q,A,q0, δ,F 〉 defined by:
• Q = Nodes(E)∪ {t},
• A = {g+, g·, d+, d·, f } ∪AE where g (resp. d,f ), denote left (resp. right, son),
• q0 = νE ,
• F = {t},
• the transition function is defined as follow:
◦ δ(ν, f ) = son(ν) if sym(ν) = ∗,
◦ δ(ν, gsym(ν)) = left(ν),
◦ δ(ν, dsym(ν)) = right(ν),
◦ δ(ν, sym(ν)) = {t} if sym(ν) ∈ AE .
The following lemma shows that two sub-expressions of a regular expression are identical if and only if the right
languages of their corresponding nodes in AT(E) are also identical.
Lemma 1. Let ν and ν′ two nodes in Nodes(E). We have:
Lν(AT(E)) = Lν′(AT(E)) ⇐⇒ Eν ≡ Eν′
Proof. Two expressions E and E′ are identical if and only if their syntactic trees are also identical. Consequently the
automaton AT(E) and AT(E′) are identical (by construction). 
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E is as follow:
The automaton AT(E) associated with the expression E = ((a∗b)∗ + (a(a∗b)∗))∗ .
According to Lemma 1, Formulas (14) and (16), the equivalence relation ∼ coincides with Myhill–Nerode equiv-
alence relation [7,8] over the states of the automaton AT(E). Indeed
ν ∼ ν′ (16)⇐⇒ r(Eν) ≡ r(Eν′)
(14)⇐⇒ Eν ≡ Eν′
Lemma 1⇐⇒ Lν(AT(E¯)) = Lν′(AT(E¯))
Since the automatonAT(E) is deterministic and acyclic, its minimization using Revuz’s algorithm [10] requires O(|E|)
time and space complexity. This constitutes the first improvement in comparison with Champarnaud and Ziadi algo-
rithm, which performs a preprocessing step (star sub-expression identification of E) in O(|E|2) time and space.
Now, let us see the computation of the equivalence relation ≡e. According to Proposition 8, we have
(18)x ≡e y ⇐⇒ r
(
h
(
cx(E)
))≡ r(h(cy(E)))
(19)⇐⇒
⊙
νxν≺νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
r
(
h(Ef (ν))
)= ⊙
νyν′νE¯
f (ν) =⊥
r
(
h(Ef (ν′))
)
Example 6. Let us consider the following regular expression E = ((a∗b)∗ + (a(a∗b)∗))∗. Applying Myhill–Nerode
equivalence to the automaton AT(E¯) results in the following automaton.
The equivalence classes [·]∼:
r(ν) [·]∼
1 {ν1}
2 {ν2}
3 {ν3}
4 {ν4, ν6}
5 {ν5, ν13, ν14}
7 {ν7, ν8}
9 {ν9, ν11}
10 {ν10, ν12}
11 {t}
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In the following section we show that the computation of the equivalence relation ≡e turn in the minimization of
an acyclic deterministic automaton where the right languages of its states are in the form {⊙ni=1 r(Ei)} where Ei is a
sub-expression of E for all 1 i  n.
≡e Computing
After the identification of the identical sub-expressions and replacing each sub-expression F with the letter r(F ),
we prove that the computation of the equivalence classes C≡e can be performed in a linear time in function of the
size of the regular expression. This constitutes our second improvement in comparison with Champarnaud and Ziadi
algorithm, which requires O(||E|| · |E|) time.
Let E be a regular expression and T(E¯) the syntactical tree of its linearized version. From T(E¯) we define the
automaton CT(E¯) = 〈Q,A, {i}, δ,F 〉 of E as follow:
• Q = Nodes(E¯)∪ {i},
• A = {r(ν)|ν ∈ Nodes(E)} ∪AE¯ ,• δ(i, sym(ν)) = ν if ν is a leaf in T(E¯),
• δ(ν, r(f (ν))) = father(ν)if ν = νE¯ ,• δ(ν, ε) = father(ν) if ν = νE¯ and f (ν) = ⊥,• F = {νE¯}.
Example 7. In this example we consider the regular expression E = ((a∗b)∗ + (a(a∗b)∗))∗. The automaton CT(E¯)
associated with E is the following:
ν f (ν) r(f (ν)) δ(ν)
ν1 ⊥ ∅
ν2 ν1 1 ν1
ν3 ⊥ ν2
ν4 ⊥ ν2
ν5 ν6 4 ν3
ν6 ⊥ ν3
ν7 ν4 4 ν4
ν8 ν6 4 ν6
ν9 ν10 10 ν7
ν10 ⊥ ν7
ν11 ν12 10 ν8
ν12 ⊥ ν8
ν13 ν9 9 ν9
ν14 ν11 9 ν11
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Proposition 10. Let νx be a state of CT(E¯) such that sym(νx) = x ∈ AE¯ . We have Lνx (CT(E¯)) = L(
⊙
νxν≺νE¯ r(h(Eν))).
Proof. According to the definition of the automaton CT(E¯), there exists only one path νx, ν1, . . . , νn, νE¯ going from
the state νx such that sym(νx) = x ∈ AE¯ to the final state νE¯ . We have then Lνx (CT(E¯)) = {r(νi) . . . r(νj )} with
νx  νi  νj  νE¯ such that f (νk) = ⊥ for all νk occurring in the word r(νi) . . . r(νj ), which is equal to L(r(νx) ·
r(ν1) . . . r(νn)) = L(⊙νxν≺νE¯ r(ν)). 
We eliminate the ε-transitions from the automaton CT(E¯). Since this last has no ε-transitions cycles, this elimination
can be performed in a linear time in term of the size of E. Hence, we obtain a more compacted structure, which we
denote ε − free(CT(E¯)).
Example 8. The automaton ε − free(CT(E¯)) which corresponds to the example above, is as follow:
ε − free(CT(E¯)) automaton associated to E = ((a∗b)∗ + (a(a∗b)∗))∗.
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Lνx (CT(E¯)) = Lνx
(
ε − free(CT(E¯))
)
According to relation (19) and Proposition 10, we get
Proposition 11. Let E be a regular expression and x, y two positions in AE¯ . Let νx (resp. νy ) be a node of the syntactic
tree T(E¯) such that sym(νx) = x (resp. sym(νy) = y). We have the following equivalence:
x ≡e y ⇐⇒ Lνx (CT(E¯)) = Lνy (CT(E¯))
Since the elimination of the ε-transitions from the automaton CT(E¯) does not alter the right languages of its states
νx where x ∈ AE , we have
Proposition 12. Let E be a regular expression and x, y two positions in AE¯ . Let νx (resp. νy ) a node of the syntactic
tree T(E¯) such that sym(νx) = x (resp. sym(νy) = y). We have the following equivalence:
x ≡e y ⇐⇒ Lνx
(
ε − free(CT(E¯))
)= Lνy (ε − free(CT(E¯)))
From this proposition, we can deduce that the computation of the equivalence relation ≡e, turn to apply Myhill–
Nerode relation [7,8] on the states of the automaton ε − free(CT(E¯)). Since this last is acyclic and deterministic, we
have
Theorem 3. Let E be a regular expression. The relation ≡e can be computed in O(|E|) time.
Example 9. Let us consider the regular expression E = ((a∗b)∗ + (a(a∗b)∗))∗. We have
x cx(E) Cx Lx(CT(E¯))
a1 a
∗
1 (a
∗
1b2)
∗E¯ a∗(a∗b)∗E 9 · 10 · 4 · 1
b2 (a
∗
1b2)
∗E¯ (a∗b)∗E 4 · 1
a3 (a∗4b5)∗E¯ (a∗b)∗E 4 · 1
a4 a
∗
4 (a
∗
4b5)
∗E¯ a∗(a∗b)∗E 9 · 10 · 4 · 1
b5 (a∗4b5)∗E¯ (a∗b)∗E 9 · 4 · 1
The automaton ε − free(CT(E¯))/∼ associated with E.
Computation of the final states
Cx is a final state in the automaton CE/≡e if and only if λ(cx(E)) = 1. That is if the position x is in Last(E). As
Last(E) can be computed in linear time in the size of E, the set of final states of CE/≡e can be computed in O(|E|)
time.
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Let E be a regular expression over A. Let us consider the following sets of positions: First(E) is the set of positions
that match the first letter of a word in L(E¯), Last(E) is the set of positions that match the last letter of a word in L(E¯)
and Follow(x,E), for all x in AE¯ , is the set of positions that follow the position x in some word of L(E¯).
Proposition 13. (See [3].) Let E be a regular expression. Then the following equalities hold:
1. First(E) = {y ∈ AE¯ |dy(E) = 0};
2. Last(E) = {y ∈ AE¯ |λ(cy(E)) = 1};
3. Follow(x,E) = {y ∈ AE¯ |dy(cx(E)) ≡ cy(E)}.
Let us detail the algorithm that computes the transitions of the automaton CE/≡e .
A transition in CE/≡e from a state Cx labelled a ∈ AE is
δ(Cx, a) =
{
Cy |h(y) = a and dy
(
cx(E)
)≡ cy(E)}
Proposition 13= {Cy |h(y) = a and y ∈ Follow(x,E)}
=
⋃
y∈Follow(x,E)
h(y)=a
{Cy}
and the set of the outgoing transitions from the state Cx is
(20)δ(Cx) =
⋃
y∈Follow(x,E)
{Cy}
Algorithm 1. Transitions(CE/≡e )
1: for C ∈ QCE/≡e do
2: Let (x, cx(E)) ∈ C
3: for a ∈ AE do
4: δ(C,a) ←− ∅
5: end for
6: for y ∈ Follow(x,E) do
7: Let C′ = [(y, cy(E))]
8: δ(C,h(y)) ←− δ(C,h(y))∪{C′}
9: end for
10: end for
The computation of the set δ(C) using Formulae (20) requires a linear time. Thus the time complexity of Algo-
rithm 1 is in O(c × |E|), where c denotes the number of equivalence classes of ≡e.
Theorem 4. The automaton CE/≡e can be computed in O(|E| + |E||EE |) time.
In [1], Antimirov proved that the number of states |EE | of the equation automaton is less or equal than the alphabetic
width of the expression plus one. Notice that when the number of states is less then ||E|| + 1, (in most cases), our
Algorithm is more efficient than Champarnaud and Ziadi one as we can see in the following example.
Example 10. For the regular expression E¯ = (a∗1 + a∗2 + · · ·+ a∗n)∗, with Champarnaud and Ziadi algorithm the set of
states of the equation automaton is computed in O(|E|2), however with our algorithm it is computed in O(|E|) time.
6. Conclusion
We showed that the sorting step used in Champarnaud and Ziadi approach to identify the sub-expressions during the
construction of equation automaton is not necessary and can be replaced by a minimization of an acyclic deterministic
448 A. Khorsi et al. / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 6 (2008) 433–448finite automaton. This allowed us a construction in O(|E| + |EE ||E|) time and space complexity instead of O(|E|2)
required by the first approach.
One further issue may be the construction of the equation automaton directly from the position automaton using
some equivalence relation. Unfortunately this is not allowed for every position automaton. One most evident way is
to define a sub-class of position automaton that satisfies some constraints and which allows such direct construction.
The direct construction may be performed then in a linear time and space.
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